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Abstract 
 

Clinical sample temperature stability while in transit can be a source of sample integrity issues that can influence                  

testing outcomes. Current best practices rely on visual or qualitative approaches to determine if enough coolant                

(e.g. dry ice or gel packs) are present to maintain the proper sample temperature. Our approach uses real time                   

temperature sensors, within the sample containers, to quantify that the proper amount of coolant is present during                 

the duration of a trip. The results of this study show that the qualitative approaches are not sufficient to properly                    

maintain sample temperature stability and that what is required is a real time system, along with protocol changes,                  

to  ensure  samples are  kept at the  right temperature. 
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Introduction 
 

Clinical samples (e.g. blood tubes, tissue, urine,       

etc.) are collected daily all over the world. These         

samples are vital for the diagnosis of disease. Each         

sample collected has to be handled according to        

CAP and Joint Commission standards. These      

standards require, among other things, that the       

temperature of the sample be within a certain range         

for maximum sample efficacy. Samples held outside       

these well defined ranges may produce inaccurate       

results that could lead to a misdiagnosis. The most         

common sample ranges include Frozen (below -20       

C), Refrigerated (2 to 8 C), and Controlled Room         

Temperature  (15  to  30  C). 

Common practice, within a laboratory facility, is to        

have dedicated refrigerators and freezers that      

maintain these temperatures. This method is fine for        
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inside a laboratory but is not possible when samples         

need to be transported between collection centers       

and  the  central  lab  for  testing. 

For that, insulated totes and refrigerant (e.g. Gel        

Packs and Dry Ice) are used to ensure that samples          

are maintained at the proper temperatures. In most        

cases, the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)      

gives the type and quantity of refrigerant needed for         

each temperature range. Even assumptions about      

short range trips (< 1 hour) can be incorrect when          

SOPs are not followed and environmental conditions       

vary too  high  or too  low  from validation studies. 

That is why it’s vital that a quantitative approach be          

employed to monitor the container in real-time to        

take  into account such  deficiencies. 

Below is what was done in conjunction with Tricore         

Clinical Laboratory and their courier service to setup        

a quantitative approach to maintaining clinical      

sample  temperature  stability while  in  transit.  

 

Methods 
 

Establish  Temperature  Baseline for  Current Process 

A baseline for how well the existing process        

maintained proper temperature while totes carrying      

samples were in transit was established. To do this,         

the T-Tracks system was implemented in room       

temperature, refrigerated, and frozen dummy totes.      

A route was selected for testing. These dummy        

totes were added to a courier’s normal totes for the          

selected route. Specimen bags containing blood      

sample tubes filled with colored saline were used to         

simulate blood samples. These were added to the        

dummy tote at each stop the courier made to         

simulate the usage model of the actual totes        

carrying  real  blood samples. 

  

In addition, location sensors were placed at the core         

lab and at key stops on the courier’s route to confirm           

that the courier was on route and to track how long           

the  courier remained at each  monitored stop. 

 

Install  T-Tracks 

The T-Tracks system was installed for tracking the        

totes carried in the courier vehicle. Below is an         

outline of the  installation steps: 

 

System Setup 

The temperature ranges to be monitored were       

determined. As is typical Controlled Room Temp (15        

to 30 degrees C,) Frozen (Below -20 degrees C)         

and Refrigerated (2 to 8 Degrees C) were set up. An           

individual identifier was provided each tote and the        

temperature range for each tote was set. Also the         

T-tracks app was installed and setup on the mobile         

phones that  were  used  for  the  study.  

 

Installation in  totes 

Placement of the sensors in the totes is critical.         

Sensors should be placed in the airspace above the         

coolant in each temperature compartment. If the       

sensor is placed in the coolant then the temperature         

of the coolant is recorded -- not the temperature that          

the sample is exposed to. LSS personnel in        

consultation with Tricore determined the appropriate      

placement of the  sensors.  

 

Installation in  vehicles 

The sensors were are also used to track the         

temperature of the vehicles that carry totes. The        

sensor is placed in the cargo area near the totes.          

These also help by tracking when totes are in the          

vehicle or removed  from  the  vehicle.  

 

Installation at drop-off and  pick-up  locations 

By placing location sensors (beacons) at key pickup        

site locations along the courier route the time spent         

at each stop can also be monitored. The location         

sensors are placed in an appropriate place near        

where  the  sample  bags are  retrieved. 

  

Correction Protocol  for  Temperature  Issues  

For the systematic temperature issues that were       

noted during the baseline testing, a correction       
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protocol for the issue was developed. The test as         

described in baseline process was then repeated to        

determine if the correction protocol actually      

alleviated the issues. Details of the protocol used in         

this  case  are  discussed below.  

 

Results 
 

The baseline testing showed that temperature was       

in compliance for the room temperature tote. The        

frozen tote was consistently 2 to 5 degrees above         

-20 C, but was still frozen throughout transit. The         

refrigerated tote provided the most concern as it        

was consistently well above 8 degrees, while at        

times fell below 2 degrees. It was rarely within         

range. (See  Figure  1)  

 
Discussion 
 

It was determined that 2 to 5 degrees below the -20           

degree limit for frozen totes was not a big issue          

since  the  sample  stayed  frozen.  

 

Focus was placed on the refrigerated tote. The        

following  protocol  was instituted.  

1. At the end of the day’s route a small         

amount of dry ice was placed in the cooler         

and left there overnight. This was to keep        

the tote pre-cooled ready for the next day’s        

route.  

2. Before the start of the route, the dry ice         

was removed and a layer of gel packs were         

placed in  the  bottom of the  tote.  

3. A second gel pack storage tote was       

prepared with a small amount of dry ice        

chips in the bottom and then layer of gel         

packs. This first layer of gel packs is not to          

be used because they are in direct contact        

with the dry ice. The cooler is then filled         

with additional gel packs and closed. It is        

then  put in  the  vehicle.  

4. The mobile phone app was then started up        

and the courier confirmed that it was       

reading the  temperature  of all  the  totes.  

5. The courier monitored the readout of the       

T-Tracks app display on the mobile phone       

to confirm that the 2-8 degree temperature       

range was maintained. Also the automated      

notification system was turned on so the       

courier received an audio warning when      

the cooler was going out of compliance. If        

the temperature was becoming too hot the       

courier added more gel packs to the tote        

from the  storage  tote.  (See  Figure  2) 

The details of this process has to be adjusted         

depending on the specifics of the courier’s route, the         

ambient temperature and the size and type of tote         

being used.  

 
Conclusion 
 

During baseline testing, the refrigerated totes were       

out of temperature compliance for the vast majority        

of the time. By having the courier monitor the         

temperature and setting up some changes to the        

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), the     

temperature of the tote was consistently kept within        

temperature range  for  the  3  day test period.  

 

This lack of temperature compliance appears to be        

a common problem with totes during transport from        

the site where the blood sample is drawn to the          

central lab for processing. Once there is a way to          

monitor temperature in real time, it becomes fairly        

easy to  maintain the  proper temperature  range.  
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